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ABSTRACT 19 

Background: Nanopore sequencing is crucial to metagenomic studies as its kilobase-long reads 20 

can contribute to resolving genomic structural differences among microbes. However, 21 

sequencing platform-specific challenges, including high base-call error rate, non-uniform read 22 

lengths, and the presence of chimeric artifacts, necessitate specifically designed analytical tools, 23 

such as microbial abundance estimation and metagenome assembly algorithms. When 24 

developing and testing bioinformatics tools and pipelines, the use of simulated datasets with 25 

characteristics that are true to the sequencing platform under evaluation is a cost-effective way 26 

to provide a ground truth and assess the performance in a controlled environment.  27 

Results: Here, we present Meta-NanoSim, a fast and versatile utility that characterizes and 28 

simulates the unique properties of nanopore metagenomic reads. It improves upon state-of-the-29 

art methods on microbial abundance estimation through a base-level quantification algorithm. 30 

Meta-NanoSim can simulate complex microbial communities composed of both linear and 31 

circular genomes, and can stream reference genomes from online servers directly. Simulated 32 

datasets showed high congruence with experimental data in terms of read length, error profiles, 33 

and abundance levels. We demonstrate that Meta-NanoSim simulated data can facilitate the 34 

development of metagenomic algorithms and guide experimental design through a metagenome 35 

assembly benchmarking task. 36 

Conclusions: The Meta-NanoSim characterization module investigates read features including 37 

chimeric information and abundance levels, while the simulation module simulates large and 38 

complex multi-sample microbial communities with different abundance profiles. All trained 39 

models and the software are freely accessible at Github:  https://github.com/bcgsc/NanoSim. 40 

https://github.com/bcgsc/NanoSim
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 44 

BACKGROUND 45 

Empowered by the rapid development of next-generation sequencing technologies, 46 

metagenomic analysis has enabled comprehensive investigation of the genetic composition and 47 

abundance of microbial communities. In investigating microbiomes, metagenomic sequencing 48 

bypasses the need to culture each individual species by extracting DNA directly from their natural 49 

habitat, making it feasible to study microbes that cannot be isolated or cultured in the laboratory 50 

(1,2). Within the past few decades, the improved throughput and reduced cost of next-51 

generation DNA/RNA sequencing platforms has enabled a wide range of metagenomic studies of 52 

environmental, pharmaceutical, and medical relevance (3–5).     53 

 54 

Until recently, Illumina short-read sequencing (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA) has been the 55 

technology of choice for metagenomic sequencing projects due to its high throughput, low cost, 56 

and low error rate. However, the reads generated by Illumina instruments are often too short 57 

(<250 bp) to span inter- and intra-chromosomal homologous regions and suffer from intrinsic 58 

biases, thus complicating downstream assembly and taxonomic analysis (6). As a third-59 

generation long-read sequencing technology, nanopore sequencing from Oxford Nanopore 60 

Technologies Ltd. (ONT, Oxford, UK), is gaining traction in metagenomic research efforts, due 61 

largely to the long read lengths it generates, as well as the portability of some of their sequencing 62 



platforms (7). The N50 length metric (the shortest read length to be included for covering 50% of 63 

the total number of bases sequenced) in a typical run is over 5 kbp (8) and the reported maximum 64 

read length exceeds 2 Mbp. At the high end, whole bacterial or viral genomes may be captured 65 

by a few sequencing reads (9,10), making it possible to disambiguate between even closely-66 

related strains. Since it was first announced, metagenomic sequencing by ONT has been playing 67 

an essential role in real-time pathogen identification and clinical diagnosis, including during the 68 

recent coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic (11–14).  69 

 70 

Although a plethora of metagenomic analysis tools have been developed for short-read 71 

sequencing data, the challenges associated with ONT reads, such as high error rate, non-uniform 72 

error distributions, and chimeric read artifacts (8,15–17), call for analytical tools designed 73 

specifically for long reads. For example, estimation of microbial abundance levels is traditionally 74 

computed by counting the number of mapped reads followed by fine-tuning of ambiguous 75 

mappings (18,19). This approach has been proven to be cost-effective for Illumina short reads 76 

because of their uniform lengths. However, the accuracy of these tools would be understandably 77 

impacted when applied on ONT reads, especially for lowly represented genomes, because of the 78 

variable lengths and relatively high error rates (5 - 15% depending on the flowcell chemistry and 79 

basecalling algorithm) compared to that of Illumina reads (typically less than 1%). In addition, 80 

ONT sequencing projects on genomes, transcriptomes, and metagenomes, from prokaryotes to 81 

eukaryotes, were all reported to contain certain problematic reads with gapped or chimeric 82 

alignments, likely generated due to library preparation or sequencing artifacts (17,20–25). The 83 

accuracy of reference-based abundance estimation using merely primary alignments may further 84 



be affected by the presence of these chimeric reads, as well as reads that span the start position 85 

of a circular genome. To the best of our knowledge, even the state-of-the-art program, 86 

MetaMaps, does not account for chimeric reads, but simply uses an Expectation-Maximization 87 

(EM) algorithm to disambiguate multi-mapped reads (26). In this work, we show that there is still 88 

room for improving metagenomic abundance estimation, a proposition attainable by quantifying 89 

aligned bases instead of reads, while leveraging chimeric read information. 90 

 91 

In the process of tool development and benchmarking, a metagenomic ONT read simulator and 92 

associated simulated datasets with known ground truth can save time and money. Ideally, such 93 

a read simulator should reflect the true characteristics of the ONT platform and allow effective 94 

evaluation of bioinformatics tools. In return, the evaluation results can guide the experimental 95 

design of metagenomics projects, to help determine the desired sequencing depths and number 96 

of replicates (27).  97 

 98 

Currently, the only simulator that specifically simulates ONT metagenomic datasets is CAMISIM 99 

(28). The workflow of CAMISIM is focused on the composition design of microbial community 100 

given a taxonomy profile, while the abundance levels are drawn from a lognormal distribution. 101 

The obvious drawback of this approach is that users cannot request the abundance levels as they 102 

need. CAMISIM uses NanoSim (version 1) (15) as its engine to simulate ONT reads for each 103 

genome separately once the composition of the community is determined. Following the same 104 

idea, one can also use other existing ONT genomic simulators naively to simulate each composite 105 

genome separately and then aggregate the reads according to the desired abundance. However, 106 



it is impractical to simulate a large microbial community with hundreds or more genomes with 107 

this approach, not to mention that the existing simulators for ONT reads are not designed to 108 

model metagenomic specific features, such as chimeric reads and deviations in abundance levels. 109 

More importantly, the simulation of abundance levels should be consistent with the 110 

quantification method, thus merely mixing the reads from different genomes will yield a 111 

compromised abundance profile. Taken together, we note that the previous version of NanoSim 112 

can be upgraded to capture and simulate read properties specific to metagenomics, especially 113 

the microbial abundance levels and chimeric reads – two key factors that may influence 114 

metagenome assembly, taxonomy binning, and abundance estimation. Further, in real world 115 

scenarios, viruses, bacteria, and fungi co-exist in complex microbial communities, hence it is 116 

desirable to have the ability to simulate complex metagenomes comprising both circular and 117 

linear genomes. 118 

 119 

Here, we introduce Meta-NanoSim (released within NanoSim version 3), an ONT metagenome 120 

simulator for complex microbial communities. Given a training dataset, Meta-NanoSim 121 

characterizes read length distributions, error profiles, and alignment ratio models. Optionally, it 122 

also detects chimeric reads and estimates microbial abundance levels. In our benchmarks, the 123 

performance of the metagenomic abundance estimation feature of Meta-NanoSim surpasses the 124 

current state-of-the-art methods. The chimeric read detection feature also improves the read 125 

length modelling, and thus simulating this artifact of the technology may challenge metagenomic 126 

analytical tools with more realistic erroneous reads. Through benchmarking experiments 127 

comparing simulated reads with empirical datasets, we show that Meta-NanoSim preserves the 128 



key characteristics of ONT metagenomic reads. Further, we showcase the usability and utility of 129 

Meta-NanoSim with a metagenomic assembly task.  130 

 131 

IMPLEMENTATION 132 

Meta-NanoSim general design 133 

Meta-NanoSim is implemented in Python as two sub-modules in the NanoSim suite: meta in 134 

characterization and simulation stages respectively. It learns the technical and metagenomic-135 

specific features of ONT reads in the characterization stage, builds statistical models, and applies 136 

them in the simulation stage (Fig. 1). In the characterization stage, it takes ONT metagenomic 137 

reads and a reference metagenome as input to infer the ground truth through sequence 138 

alignments. Based on those alignments, it models the read length distributions (aligned and 139 

unaligned part) via kernel density estimation and basecall events via mixture statistical models. 140 

In addition to existing NanoSim features, we introduce two new analyses in its characterization 141 

pipeline; chimeric read analysis for genome/metagenomes and abundance estimation for 142 

metagenomic datasets. 143 

 144 

To simulate a metagenomic dataset, besides the pre-trained model from the characterization 145 

stage, a list of reference genomes of users’ choice is required as input to use for simulation, 146 

together with their abundance levels and DNA topology (i.e., linear or circular). The tool can 147 

optionally stream reference genome sequences from either RefSeq (29) or Ensembl (30) 148 

automatically without requiring extra disk storage, which facilitates large microbial community 149 

simulations. Since microbial sequencing projects are often carried out in a multi-sample or multi-150 



replicate fashion, Meta-Nanosim is designed to simulate multiple samples in one batch with user-151 

defined abundance level profiles as input. 152 

 
Fig. 1 Meta-NanoSim workflow. Meta-NanoSim consists of two stages: the characterization stage and 

the simulation stages. In the characterization stage, given a training dataset and reference 

metagenome, Meta-NanoSim builds models for the read length distributions and basecall events. It 

optionally profiles chimeric read artifacts and quantifies an abundance profile. It can also calculate the 

deviation between expected and estimated abundance levels. In the simulation stage, Meta-NanoSim 

takes four inputs: 1) The genome list for simulation (local or ftp path), 2) DNA type list, 3) abundance 

profiles to be simulated, and 4) the models generated from the characterization stage. Meta-NanoSim 

outputs simulated reads and error profiles for ground truth. 

 153 

Chimeric read detection and simulation 154 

During alignment, one ONT read may have multiple sub-alignments to different loci on the 155 

reference genome/metagenome. When the query and reference coordinates of two or more sub-156 

alignments do not overlap, we define them as a set of compatible alignments. Finding the best 157 

compatible alignment set problem is akin to finding the largest compatible interval set in 158 

computer science. For each read, we exhaustively search for all compatible alignments for each 159 

sub-alignment to generate a list of compatible alignment sets (Fig. S1 in Additional File 1). We 160 
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then select the best element from the list for downstream analysis, based on alignment quality 161 

and total aligned length. If, for a given read, the best element contains two or more compatible 162 

alignments, the read is considered as chimeric and its aligned length, gap length, and source 163 

species (specific to metagenome mode) are modelled for simulation. One exception here is reads 164 

that span the start position of a circular genome; these reads are detected but not considered 165 

chimeric. The two sub-alignments in such cases are cancatenated as one long alignment to count 166 

towards the aligned length and source species.  167 

 168 

As for the source species of each segment in chimeric reads, we observed that the source species 169 

of the subsequent segment has a higher probability to be the same as the previous species, and 170 

consequently the probabilities of it being other species are decreased, while their relative 171 

abundance levels to each other remain the same. We build a hidden Markov model to simulate 172 

this observation, where start probability is the input abundance, the emission probability 173 

represents which species the next segment is coming from given the previous one, and the 174 

transitional probability of species is the change of abundance levels in the underlying Markov 175 

chain. Since species to be simulated, namely the states in a Markov model, may be different 176 

between the training and simulation metagenome, we generalize the emission probability as a 177 

single value called shrinkage rate s (0 < s <= 1). This parameter describes the reduction of 178 

abundances (probabilities) of other species, while maintaining the relative abundances among 179 

them. Assuming the input abundance is {pA, pB, pC, …, pN} for n species, when the first segment 180 

comes from species A, the transitional probabilities for the other species would become {s×pB, 181 

s×pC … s×pN } and the transitional probability for A would be inflated as 1 - s× ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑁𝑖=𝐵 . To learn 182 



s, all segments in chimeric reads are divided into overlapping pairs, and the probability for the 183 

source species of the second segment being different from the first one is recorded. In this way, 184 

we can calculate the reduction of abundance for every species. The average reduction is the 185 

shrinkage rate, and the inflated abundance for being from the same species can be inferred as 186 

well. The shrinkage rate can also be adjusted by the user, to 1 for example, if one assumes the 187 

source species for each segment depends solely on the input abundance levels, and is 188 

independent from the previous segment.   189 

 190 

To summarize the simulation of chimeric reads, Meta-NanoSim first determines the number of 191 

segments to be simulated based on a Geometric distribution. If the number of segments is 192 

greater than or equal to two, it is a chimeric read. Then, Meta-NanoSim generates the lengths of 193 

each segment and gap between them using kernel density estimation learnt from empirical reads. 194 

The source species of the first segment is randomly picked based on the input abundance level. 195 

Starting from the second segment, the abundance levels are re-computed based on the previous 196 

species and s. The source species is determined one after another, and then sequences are 197 

extracted, mutated with purposely introduced errors, concatenated to each other, and then 198 

unaligned regions are added to the reads in the same process as non-chimeric reads. 199 

 200 

Abundance estimation  201 

Existing abundance estimation methods generally quantify the number of mapped reads or k-202 

mers, under the presumption that all reads have equal lengths. However, since the ONT read 203 

length varies several orders of magnitude, it is likely that the mean read length for each species 204 



would be different. When all species are equally and deeply sequenced, according to the central 205 

limit theorem, the standard deviation of mean lengths would scale with 1/√𝑛, where n is the 206 

number of species. In reality, low-abundant species may have a higher standard deviation 207 

because there are fewer sequences representing it. We observe the mean read lengths of 208 

uniquely aligned reads to vary substantially in datasets where species abundance levels are 209 

logarithmically distributed, neccesitating base-level instead of read-level quantification 210 

algorithms (Fig. S2 in Additional File 1).  211 

 212 

Another key challenge that confounds short-read metagenomic analysis is ambiguously aligned 213 

reads. In ONT datasets, however, most reads are long enough to span inter- and intra-species 214 

homologous regions, and the chimeric read detection feature can resolve the estimation for 215 

reads that have multiple sub-alignments and for reads that span across the start site of a circular 216 

genome. For the remaining small fraction of multi-aligned reads between closely-related species, 217 

the estimation for them can be optimized using the EM algorithm. 218 

 219 

The EM algorithm (Algorithm 1) first processes uniquely aligned reads to calculate a baseline 220 

abundance profile. Then it starts the expectation step, which is to assign multi-aligned bases 221 

proportionally to their respective species based on their relative abundances. Next, in the 222 

maximization step, these assigned multi-aligned bases are used to update the abundance profile. 223 

The algorithm then goes back to the expectation step to update the fractions of multi-aligned 224 

bases based on the new abundance profile. The E and M steps alternate until the difference in 225 

abundances between two rounds is lower than a threshold (default: 1%). Note that the 226 



abundance levels are in the units of relative genomic DNA weight, and they can be used to 227 

calculate genome copy numbers when divided by the respective genome sizes.  228 

Algorithm 1 EM for metagenome abundance estimation                                                         229 

    abundance_list = {species1: abundance1; species2: abundance2; …} 230 

base_count = {species1: count1; species2: count2; …} 231 

 232 

    Start processing uniquely aligned reads: 233 

        for each uniquely aligned read and its source species: 234 

            base_count[species] += aligned bases 235 

        abundance_list = {species: base_count[species]/ sum(base_count[species])} 236 

 237 

    Start processing multi-aligned reads 238 

    while diff >= min(abundance_list.values()) * 0.01: 239 

        E-Step: 240 

            for each multi-aligned read: 241 

                read_abun = the sum of abundances for all possible species for that read 242 

                for each possible species: 243 

                    fraction = aligned bases * abundance_list[species] / read_abun 244 

                    base_count[species] += fraction 245 

        M-Step: 246 

                abundance_list = {species: base_count[species]/ sum(base_count[species])} 247 

                diff = |abundance_list – prev_abundance_list| 248 

                                                                                                                                           249 

Meta-NanoSim offers two estimation methods, one with the chimeric read detection and one 250 

without. When chimeric read detection is enabled, all subalignments are used for computing; 251 

when it is disabled, only the primary alignments are used. Meta-NanoSim records the aligned 252 

bases for each sub-alignment towards their source genome, and then uses EM algorithm to assign 253 

multi-aligned segments proportionally to their putative source genomes iteratively.  254 

 255 

Abundance deviation simulation 256 

Due to library preparation and sequencing depth, there is a deviation between the sequenced 257 

abundance levels and expected ones. Meta-NanoSim offers a means to simulate the abundance 258 



deviation with user-defined lower and upper deviation boundaries. We noticed a weak positive 259 

correlation between genome size and abundance deviation in our analysis. During simulation we 260 

first randomly draw a list of relative error between the deviation boundaries. Next we assign 261 

these errors to each genome based on their sizes, namely larger deviations are assigned to larger 262 

genomes and smaller ones are assigned to smaller genomes. After applying errors, the 263 

genome/species abundances are renormalized to have a total abundance of 100%. 264 

 265 

RESULTS 266 

Here, we first present the design logic and the performance of two key features, chimeric read 267 

detection and abundance estimation. To show the similarity between simulated reads and 268 

experimental reads, we generated two simulated datasets using models learned from 269 

experimental data, and we compared the performance of Meta-Nanosim with that of CAMISIM. 270 

We illustrate how Meta-NanoSim is capable of simulating large complex microbial community by 271 

simulating a dataset with 125 species with abundance levels estimated from a human saliva 272 

sample. Finally, we showcase a potential use case of Meta-NanoSim with a set of simulated data, 273 

benchmarking the metagenomic assembler MetaFlye (31) and demonstrating its scalability with 274 

increasing sequencing depth. The input experimental data used for the assembly benchmarks are 275 

two sets of publicly available mock community ONT sequencing reads, each dataset containing 276 

the same 10 microbial species (eight bacteria and two fungi) but with different abundance 277 

distributions. We denote the dataset with evenly distributed abundance levels as the Even 278 

dataset and the one with logarithmically distributed abundance levels as the Log dataset 279 

(detailed in Supplementary Methods in Additional File 1).   280 



Chimeric read characterization and simulation 281 

Chimeric reads are also called split reads because one read is split into two or more sub-282 

alignments that are aligned to distinct regions of the genome/metagenome. They may be created 283 

due to sequencing artifacts or structural variants when the reference metagenome is not 284 

comprehensive. Previous studies reported that chimeric reads represent a non-negligible fraction 285 

of ONT sequencing datasets ranging from 1.7% to 8.17% depending on the sequencing kits and 286 

identification thresholds (17,20,22,23). In the metagenome datasets used in our study, after 287 

ruling out structural variants, we have identified a similar fraction of reads in this category: 2.17% 288 

(75,628 reads) in the Even dataset and 1.67% (68,444 reads) in the Log datasets. These reads are 289 

free of known adapters, so their presence may impact downstream analyses, such as assembly, 290 

taxonomy binning, and quantification, even after adapter trimming. When aligned to their 291 

respective reference genome sequence(s), ONT reads may contain unaligned or soft-clipped 292 

regions. In our tests, the chimeric read detection feature of Meta-NanoSim significantly reduced 293 

the length of these unaligned regions, which explained why some of the reads have over 1 kbp 294 

long unaligned portions (Fig. 2A). As seen in Fig. 2B, the length distributions of the gaps between 295 

split alignments follow multi-modal distributions. Meta-NanoSim uses kernel density estimation 296 

to model them, with results exhibiting strong similarity between the length distributions of 297 

simulated and experimental sequences. We also noticed that the number of segments each read 298 

contains can be described as a geometric distribution and the mean probability can be learnt 299 

from experimental data (Fig. 2C). On average, each read contains 1.03 segments for both data 300 

sets under study. 301 



 
Fig. 2 Chimeric read detection and simulation. A. The length distribution of the unaligned regions of 

reads with or without chimeric read detection for the Log dataset (x-axis in logarithmic scale). B. The 

performance of gap length simulation for the Log dataset (x-axis in logarithmic scale). C. The number 

of segments each read contains for the Even and Log datasets. D. All segments in chimeric reads in the 

Even dataset are converted into overlapping pairs. Each facet represents one source species of the first 

segment and the x-axis represents the source species of the second segment. Each facet shows the 

probability of the second segment given the source species of the first one. Cryptococcus neoformans 

and Saccharomyces cerevisiae are excluded here due to their low abundances. 
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Based on the source species to which each split alignment belongs, chimeric reads can be 303 

classified as “intra-species-chimeric” or “inter-species-chimeric”. It is observed that the source 304 

species of the first segment is controlled by the abundance level, and the one of the subsequent 305 

segment is influenced by the identity of the previous species (Fig. 2D). For all eight species, the 306 

source species of the subsequent segment more likely to be the same as the previous one, while 307 

the probabilities of being other species are propotional to the abundance level. We postulate 308 

that this is because DNA molecules of the same species are more likely to gather near the 309 

nanopore than being homogeneously dispersed in the buffer. Regardless of the actual cause, this 310 

phenomenon can be approximated as a simplified hidden Markov model with a generalized 311 

emission probability, which is defined as shrinkage rate s here. To our calculation, s is equal to 312 

0.77 for the Even dataset and 0.73 for the Log dataset, suggesting that its value may be stable 313 

across datasets.  314 

 315 

Abundance estimation 316 

To benchmark, we compared the performance of four abundance estimation methods: Meta-317 

NanoSim estimation with chimeric read detection, Salmon quantification with --meta option 318 

(Salmon) (32), the base-level estimation reported in the paper that released the dataset (denoted 319 

as “Data Note” from hereon) (8), and MetaMaps. For Meta-NanoSim estimation, we performed 320 

an ablation study that removes key components of the algorithm step by step, including 321 

estimation on read-level with chimeric read detection (Meta-NanoSim CR) or with EM algorithm 322 

(Meta-NanoSim ER), estimation on base-level (Meta-NanoSim B), base-level with chimeric read 323 

detection (Meta-NanoSim CB), base-level with EM algorithm (Meta-NanoSim EB), and base-level 324 



with chimeric read detection fine-tuned by EM algorithm (Meta-NanoSim ECB). All compared 325 

methods, except for MetaMaps, are computed based on Minimap2 alignments. We compared 326 

the estimated abundances to the expected ones provided by the manufacturer and reported R-327 

squared, standard deviation, and percent error to assess the performance.  328 

 329 

In general, all base-level quantification methods performed better than read-level quantification 330 

methods (Salmon, MetaMaps, Meta-NanoSim CR and ER), and Meta-NanoSim base-level 331 

estimations have the highest correlation with the expected abundances (Table 1, Fig. S3 in 332 

Additional File 1). For the Even dataset, all four Meta-NanoSim base-level methods performed 333 

similarly; the stand-alone base-level quantification has the highest R-squared value for the Even 334 

dataset, while the chimeric read detection helped reduce the percent error, mainly for low-335 

abundance species Cryptococcus neoformans (Fig. S3 in Additional File 1). MetaMaps, as a read-336 

level quantification method designed specifically for ONT metagenomic data, although ranked 337 

highest among this category, showed a big discrepancy compared to base-level methods with 338 

almost twice the percent error. For the Log dataset, Meta-NanoSim base-level estimations also 339 

had similar R-squared values, higher than other methods. Since the metrics are close to each 340 

other for the Log dataset and the performance on low-abundance species may be overshadowed 341 

by high-abundance species, we also computed the coefficient of correlation and error between 342 

log-transformed estimated and expected abundances. After log-transformation, Salmon, Meta-343 

NanoSim ECB, and Meta-NanoSim EB showed similar performances, with Salmon having the 344 

highest correlation and Meta-NanoSim ECB having the lowest percent error. The metrics for 345 

Meta-NanoSim estimation without EM, on the other hand, dropped significanly due to difficulties 346 



in differentiating multi-mapped reads for low-abundance species. When estimating the 347 

abundance levels for the Log dataset, Minimap2 incorrectly assigned 18,212 reads to the E. 348 

faecalis genome as primary alignments, when they can also be aligned to an inter-species 349 

homologous region in the L. monocytogenes genome. In fact, E. faecalis is a low-abundance 350 

species in the Log dataset with only 33 unique alignments. Therefore, the methods with EM 351 

algorithm resolved the multi-aligned reads problem, indicating that EM can be advantageous for 352 

datasets consisting of similar genomes but with large variances in abundance levels.  353 

Table 1 Statistical analysis of the abundance estimation results compared to expected abundances. 

Tool 
Algorithm Even dataset Log dataset 

E C B R R2 Std PE R2 Log R2* Std* PE 

Meta-

NanoSim 

√ √ √  0.7463 0.0225 144.5317 1.0000 0.9920 0.1818 256.7856 

 √ √  0.7465 0.0225 144.0877 0.9999 0.7899 0.9295 53349.95 

√  √  0.7498 0.0224 145.6229 1.0000 0.9917 0.1843 260.6973 

  √  0.7499 0.0224 145.4656 1.0000 0.7895 0.9304 53443.94 

 √  √ 0.4305 0.0337 326.3432 0.9980 0.7778 0.9560 57527.07 

√   √ 0.4396 0.0335 313.1466 0.9980 0.7776 0.9565 57651.72 

Salmon √   √ 0.4269 0.0339 318.1502 0.9978 0.9955 0.1366 261.1368 

Data Note   √  0.6702 0.0257 181.1667 0.9998 0.9863 0.2374 359.9314 

MetaMaps √   √ 0.4420 0.0334 258.4563 0.9979 0.9652 0.3781 1366.705 

R2: R-squared, Std: standard deviation, PE: summation of percent error 

E: EM algorithm, B: base-level quantification, R: read-level quantification, C: chimeric read detection 

* The expected and estimated abundances are log-transformed before calculating R-squared value and 

standard deviation. 

 354 

To recapitulate our findings, we chose a second logarithmically distributed mock microbial 355 

community, denoted as the Adp dataset (33) (Detailed in Supplementary Method in Additional 356 

File 1), and repeated the quantifications with Meta-NanoSim base-level methods, Salmon, and 357 

MetaMaps (Table S1 in Additional File 1). Again, all four Meta-NanoSim methods performed 358 

similar to each other with the highest correlation to the expected values. MetaMaps 359 

quantification, although with the lowest percent error among all compared methods, showed a 360 



much lower correlation in terms of R-squared and standard deviation. Taken all together, Meta-361 

NanoSim base-level quantification after chimeric read detection and fine-tuned by EM algorithm 362 

balanced correlation and percent error performed robustly well, making it preferrable for 363 

naturally occurring microbial communities with various abundances. 364 

 365 

Because of the deviation between expected and estimated abundance levels, we introduce a 366 

feature that can simulate this observation. We compared the deviation between expected 367 

abundances and experimental data, and the simulation results of NanoSim and CAMISIM (Fig. 3). 368 

The distribution of abundance deviations of experimental data and Meta-NanoSim simulated 369 

reads are statistically the same (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-value = 0.787), while for CAMISIM 370 

simulated reads, the distribution is pronounced as it does not provide this feature.  371 

 372 

 

Fig. 3 Abundance level deviations between experimental and simulated metagenomic reads. In this 

plot, each dot represents a microbial genome, and the y-axis represents the deviation in percentage 

between the expected values and experimental/simulated values.  

 373 

Comparison between simulated and experimental datasets 374 

To demonstrate the performance of Meta-NanoSim, we trained it with the Log dataset and 375 



compared the simulated datasets against the result of CAMISIM. With eight processors, 376 

simulation of one million reads took under 20 minutes (or under 160 CPU-minutes) for Meta-377 

NanoSim, while CAMISIM required more than six hours to complete.  378 

 379 

The read lengths of simulated datasets from Meta-NanoSim follow the empirical length 380 

distribution closely, with a median read length peak at 4,040 nt (3,994 nt for experimental reads) 381 

(Fig. 4A). In contrast, the lengths of CAMISIM-simulated reads deviate far from those of the 382 

experimental data. Because CAMISIM is only compatible with an old version of NanoSim and uses 383 

hard coded pre-trained models learnt from a genomic sequencing data, it was not possible to 384 

test it coupled with Meta-NanoSim. Moreover, the length distribution of unaligned regions on 385 

Meta-NanoSim simulated reads captures the patterns in experimental reads well, with multiple 386 

peaks below 100 nt. In contrast, the lengths of unaligned part in CAMISIM reads are inflated as it 387 

does not detect nor simulate chimeric reads. Both Meta-NanoSim and CAMISIM mimic the 388 

mismatch and deletion events well when compared to the experimental dataset (Fig. 4B), which 389 

demonstrates the robustness of NanoSim mixture statistical models. However, Meta-NanoSim 390 

simulates insertion and match events better than CAMISIM, also due to the change of model. 391 



 
Fig. 4 Performance of Meta-NanoSim and CAMISIM in simulating one million reads from the Log 

dataset. A. Comparison of read length distributions in the experimental vs. simulated reads (x-axis in 

logarithmic scale). Unaligned length represents the length of unaligned part of each aligned read. B. 

Cumulative probability distributions of the lengths of matches/errors in experimental and simulated 

reads. 

 392 

Additionally, we challenged Meta-NanoSim with two simulation tasks to mimic real-world use 393 

cases. First, we simulated two samples at the same time with the pre-trained model from the Log 394 

dataset. Each sample contained one million reads from the seven species from the Adp dataset 395 

with different abundance levels. Meta-NanoSim simulation finished within 51 min with eight 396 

processors. Although the metagenome to be simulated is completely different from the training 397 

one, simulated reads exhibited similar read features as the experimental data (Fig. S4 in 398 

Additional File 1), and the abundance levels are on average 99.93% in accordance with the 399 

expected values. Next, we randomly picked a saliva sample from the Human Microbiome Project 400 

A

B



(HMP) and simulated ONT reads using the same microbial composition (34). The abundance 401 

levels of the 125 different bacteria strains range between 4.28% to 12.49%. By streaming 402 

reference genomes from RefSeq directly, it took Meta-NanoSim less than three hours to simulate 403 

10 million reads in total. 404 

 405 

Showcase application in assembly benchmarking 406 

Meta-NanoSim simulated reads can be used to benchmark and assess the performance of 407 

bioinformatics algorithms. To demonstrate an application of Meta-NanoSim, we simulated four 408 

sets of data with 1, 2, 4, 10 million reads to assess the correctness, scalability and robustness of 409 

metaFlye, a long-read metagenomic assembler. We used the models learnt from the Log dataset 410 

and the abundance levels of the 10 species are shown in Fig. 5. With 128 threads, runtimes 411 

ranged from one hour to seven hours (Table S2 in Additional File 1). The maximum resident set 412 

size for 10 million reads dataset was 212 GB, but intermediate files occupied over 10 TB of disk 413 

space during consensus-building stage. We also tried to assemble a larger dataset of 20 million 414 

reads, however the assembly failed after 30 days with an out-of-memory error on a 1 TB RAM 415 

server. Before completing, the maximum resident set size was 1.75 TB, and the most time-416 

consuming stage was the graph simplification stage (two weeks). 417 

 418 

In total, MetaFlye reconstructed 27.81 Mbp sequences, adding up to 43.72% of the total 419 

reference genome for the simulated dataset with 4M reads. These metrics are similar to the 420 

reported assemblies using the original training dataset with 3.48 M reads (28.20 Mbp assembled 421 

length that covered 46.00% of the reference metagenome) (31). Generally speaking, the average 422 



genome coverage is positively correlated with the number of sequencing reads and abundance 423 

levels, and accordingly, the genome reconstruction fraction and NGA50 length are positively 424 

correlated with the coverage (Fig. 5). As expected, sub-1x coverage genomes have very poor 425 

reconstructions. Between 1x and 10x, the positive correlation is mirrored in multiple species, 426 

including B. subtilis, S. cerevisiae, E. coli and S. enterica. When the coverage reaches 10x, 427 

metaFlye is able to reconstruct the genome to nearly 100% (S. cerevisiae in the 4M dataset, Fig. 428 

5). When the coverage reaches 30x, the NGA50 length can cover the whole genome size (B. 429 

subtilis in the 2M dataset). Similarly, the contigs reconstructed for these two species decrease as 430 

the number of reads increase, showing how increasing sequencing depth can help assembling 431 

genomes into one contig for B. subtilis and nearly one contig per chromosome for S. cerevisiae. 432 

In contrast, when the coverage is not high enough, the results may be fragmented or even mis-433 

assembled in the case of E. coli and S. enterica. However, a higher coverage does not necessarily 434 

lead to a better assembly quality. The reconstruction of L. monocytogenes deteriorates with more 435 

reads when the fold coverage exceeds 1000x. Although the genome fraction remains 100%, the 436 

NGA50 length is only half or less of the genome size for the 2M, 4M, and 10M datasets. The drop 437 

in NGA50 length can be explained by the increasing number of reconstructed contigs and mis-438 

assemblies (Fig. 5). With one million reads, there are only four contigs that can be mapped to the 439 

L. monocytogenes genome, and there are no mis-assemblies detected. However, we think that 440 

the higher sequencing depth above 1000X has led to many more misassemblies, adversely 441 

effecting the assembly contiguity as measured by the NGA50 length metric.  442 



 
Fig. 5 metaFlye assemblies with four sets of simulated metagenome sequencing data. The four sets of 

simulated datasets include 1, 2, 4 and 10 million reads, respectively. The abundance is the expected 

abundance level during simulation. The coverage panel shows the average read depth including plasmids 

(x-axis in logarithmic scale). NGA50 % represents the NGA50 length divided by the reference genome size. 

Genome fraction is a proportion between the assembled sequences and each corresponding genome. The 

right-most panel shows the number of misassemblies and assembled contigs as the number of simulated 

reads increases. BS: Bacillus subtilis, CN: Cryptococcus neoformans, EC: Escherichia coli, EF: Enterococcus 

faecalis, LF: Lactobacillus fermentum, LM: Listeria monocytogenes, PA: Pseudomonas aeruginosa, SA: 

Staphylococcus aureus, SC: Saccharomyces cerevisiae, SE: Salmonella enterica. 
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DISCUSSION 443 

The applications of nanopore sequencing on metagenomic projects are rapidly expanding, 444 

motivating the development of metagenomic analysis tools tailored for this specific data type. In 445 

this work, we bring two main contributions to ONT metagenomic analysis tasks: (1) introduction 446 

of a new base-level quantification method for metagenomic abundance estimation; and (2) an 447 

upgrade of NanoSim for metagenomic characterization and simulation. 448 

 449 

Reference-based metagenomic abundance estimation is key to investigating the microbial 450 

composition of an enviroment, enabled by emerging sequencing technologies. The long read 451 

length of ONT reads provides an opportunity to resolve homologous regions between species or 452 

strains, but complications arise due to their high error rates and non-uniform read lengths. 453 

Existing methods, primarily developed for short read technologies, generally assume uniform 454 

read lengths and therefore only need to count the number of mapped reads or k-mers. However, 455 

it is unreasonable to treat, say, a 100 bp long read and a 1000 bp long read the same when 456 

calculating their contributions to the genome abundance. Our results echoed that it is necessary 457 

to quantify microbial abundances on a base-level rather than read-level to better leverage this 458 

data type. In addition to their higher error rates, a small yet substantial fraction of ONT reads are 459 

chimeras, which may obscure the accuracy of estimates. The chimeric read detection feature in 460 

Meta-NanoSim works by searching for best compatible alignments and helps reduce the percent 461 

error in microbial abundance estimation. For multi-aligned segments where source species 462 

cannot be differentiated, we adopted an EM algorithm to optimize the proportional 463 

contributions of these segments to each potential source species. Our benchmarking results 464 



demonstrate that the combination of these three components can improve correlations with 465 

expected abundances. We note that Meta-NanoSim quantification performs better when the 466 

abundance levels are more uniform or when low-abundance microbes do not share large 467 

homologous regions with high-abundance microbes. Depending on wheather the user wishes to 468 

achieve a higher correlation or lower percent error, they can choose to disable or enable chimeric 469 

read detection, respectively. Although our work is limited to reference-based quantification, we 470 

expect it to inspire the design of reference-free methods and eventually have a broader 471 

application.   472 

 473 

Built on top of abundance estimation, Meta-NanoSim is able to simulate datasets with desired 474 

abundance profiles. It can also recapitulate the abundance level deviation from expected values, 475 

an especially useful feature for designing sequencing projects. When the rough abundance of a 476 

microbial community is known, it is essential to know how deep the sequencing needs to be, so 477 

that each species can be covered by a sufficient number of sequencing reads. However, when 478 

the sequenced abundance differs from the expected value, simulated data with abundance 479 

variations true to the platform can inform the relationship between sequencing depth and 480 

abundance levels.  481 

 482 

The general workflow of characterization and simulation of Meta-NanoSim follows the same 483 

paradigm of the previous versions of NanoSim. The chimeric read detection in characterization 484 

stage provides a means to profile all chimeric reads in a library regardless of its root cause. When 485 

the reference metagenome is inclusive, the chimeric reads are likely introduced by library 486 



preparation and sequencing artifacts; while in reality, since the detection relies on alignment, 487 

some chimeric reads may also be attributed to structural variants when the source genome is not 488 

present in the reference. In this case, the output of the characterization stage can be used to 489 

further investigate such events with specifically designed statistically models and algorithms.  490 

 491 

The three new main features added to Meta-NanoSim are 1) chimeric read simulation, 2) the 492 

ability to stream reference genomes from online servers, and 3) the simulation of a metagenome 493 

composed of a mixture of both linear and circular genomes. As chimeric reads may interfere with 494 

downstream analyses, simulated datasets with these artifacts are needed for more accurate 495 

performance assessment. Characterizing this feature and introducing it to simulated reads will 496 

also diversify error types in the reads, helping to improve the robustness of related algorithms. 497 

Reference genome streaming is uniquely advantageous when simulating a large metagenome 498 

with hundreds of species. It eliminates the reference genome downloading step for users and 499 

saves disk space while keeping the runtime reasonable. Similarly, since metagenomes are 500 

naturally composed of both linear and circular genome topologies, having a simulated dataset 501 

supporting this important characteristic will add credibility to benchmarking results and better 502 

forecast performance with experimental data. 503 

 504 

The benchmarking on a metagenome assembly task showcased that Meta-NanoSim can facilitate 505 

relevant tool development as well as guide sequencing projects. The resulting assembly quality 506 

of Meta-NanoSim simulated reads is comparable to that of the experimental data with similar 507 

coverage. Although publicly available mock community sequencing data provide a more realistic 508 



training and test set, simulated data provide a ground truth and has no limit in size, making them 509 

perfect for testing the accuracy and scalability of algorithms. Through the use of simulated 510 

datasets, we demonstrated that metaFlye assembler performs best when the species coverage 511 

is between 10 and 1000-fold. To ensure a successful assembly of low abundance species, it is 512 

suggested to calculate the number of reads needed given an estimated abundance first to ensure 513 

just enough coverage without wasting resources. For example, it takes 10 million reads to achieve 514 

10-fold coverage for a 0.1% abundant species with a genome size of 5Mb. When assembling real 515 

microbial communities with highly variable abundance levels, we recommend multiple rounds of 516 

assembly with different sample sizes to achieve the best performance for both high- and low-517 

abundance microbes. In addition, developers may analyze in depth the mis-assemblies and errors 518 

in assembled contigs with the ground truth provided by Meta-NanoSim to improve their 519 

algorithms. The effect of chimeric reads, as a common source of mis-assemblies, can be easily 520 

evaluated with simulated reads. Meta-NanoSim also has a perfect read simulation feature, 521 

which would allow users to learn the relationship between assembly and coverage without 522 

interference from read base errors.  523 

 524 

CONCLUSIONS 525 

Meta-NanoSim is an ONT metagenomic simulator that simulates complex microbial communities 526 

with read features true to the platform. Given a training dataset, Meta-NanoSim generates read 527 

length distributions, error profiles, and alignment ratio models by default. Optionally, it also 528 

detects chimeric reads and quantifies species abundance levels. Meta-NanoSim is aimed to 529 

capture the platform-specific features and can be adopted to profile datasets from any ONT 530 



sequencing chemistry and basecallers tested to date. The performance of metagenomic 531 

quantification of Meta-NanoSim surpasses the performance of the current state-of-the-art. 532 

Meta-NanoSim is the first ONT metagenomic read simulator that can simulate chimeric reads and 533 

abundance levels at base-level. Chimeric read detection improves the read length modelling and 534 

helps reproduce such feature in simulated reads to challenge metagenomic assemblers, 535 

taxonomy binners, and abundance quantification tools. The tool also supports multiprocessing 536 

to speed up simulations and streams reference genomes from online servers to save disk space 537 

when hundreds or thousands of genomes are to be simulated in a microbial community. By 538 

comparing simulated reads with empirical datasets, we show that Meta-NanoSim preserves 539 

some key characteristics of ONT metagenomic reads well. Further, our metagenomic assembly 540 

benchmarks demonstrate a use case and utility of Meta-NanoSim. We expect Meta-NanoSim to 541 

have broad utility in helping develop, test and improve upon such applications.  542 

 543 

AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS 544 

Project name: Meta-NanoSim 545 

Project home page: https://github.com/bcgsc/NanoSim 546 

Operating systems: Platform independent 547 

Programming language: Python 548 

Other requirements: https://github.com/bcgsc/NanoSim/blob/master/README.md 549 

License: GNU General Public License 550 

Any restrictions to use by non-academics: Please contact the authors. 551 

 552 



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 553 

bp : basepairs 554 

EM : Expectation-Maximization  555 

GB : gigabytes 556 

GPU : graphics processing unit 557 

M : million 558 

NGA50 : length of the shortest alignment block for which longer or equal length alignment blocks 559 

cover 50% of the reference genome size 560 

nt : nucleotides 561 

ONT : Oxford Nanopore Technologies 562 

TB : terabytes 563 
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